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What if not?
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Effects of (i) international measures, (ii) additional historical stressors, and (iii) potential 
coping strategies on global wheat price and national wheat supply

• Storyline approach
• World market price hikes (affordability dimension of food security)

→ Trade WIth STorage (TWIST) model [Schewe et al., ERL, 2017]

→ Annual supply-demand model to quantitatively describe price and storage 
movements at individual agricultural world markets 

• National impaired supply (availability dimension of food security)
→ Food Shock Cascade (FSC) model [Puma et al,, ERL, 2015]

→ Analysis of static wheat trade network

Our study setup
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Stabilizing international wheat prices through international cooperation after the Russian 
invasion of Ukraine                                         Kuhla K, Puma MJ, Otto C (under review)



Factual scenario
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• Good reproducing of annual world 
market wheat price

• +37% annual wheat price for trade 
year 2022 (July 2022 – June 2023) 
compared to 2000–2020 average
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Could it have been worse?



Historical stressors
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Historical stressors
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Historical stressors
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Historical stressors
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What more could we 
have done?
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Short-term coping measures



Moderate short-term coping measures
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Moderate short-term coping measures



Rigorous short-term coping measures
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Stabilizing international wheat prices through international cooperation after 
the Russian invasion of Ukraine    

Kuhla K, Puma MJ, Otto C (under review)



Additional Slides
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Food security dimensions
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World hunger regionally
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[Source: State of Food 
Security 2023 FAO]



The World Food Price Crises in 2007/08 and 2010/11

Wheat word market price hikes

[Headey et al., Food Policy, 36 (2), 2011]

• Compounding bad harvests in several main 
production regions

→ tension on global crop markets (in 
addition to several adverse long-term 
drivers)

• Resulting market uncertainties
→ escalating export restrictions

• Massive surge of food price at world 
markets
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The World Food Price Crises in 2007/08 and 2010/11

• Compounding bad harvests in several main 
production regions

→ tension on global crop markets (in 
addition to several adverse long-term 
drivers)

• Resulting market uncertainties
→ escalating export restrictions

• Massive surge of food price at world 
markets

→ 63-80 million (2007/08) and 44 million 
(2010/11) additional people pushed into 
food insecurity [Word Bank]

→ Food riots in many import-dependent 
developing countries [World Bank, Food Price Crisis Observatory]
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Ukraine crisis: Figure 1
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TWIST Model
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FSC Model
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Ukraine crisis: Figure 2
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Ukraine crisis: Figure 3
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Ukraine crisis: Figure 4
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Ukraine crisis | international cooperation averted worse crisis



Zero Hunger in times of compounding crises

• As many as 735 mln people faced hunger in 2022

→ +122 mln compared to 2019

→ reducing hunger in Asia and in Latin America,

→ rising hunger in Western Asia, the Caribbean and all 
subregions of Africa
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Agenda

Outline the fragility of the global food web

Ukraine crisis: 

Study on short-term food security risks due to the Russian invasion

Multi-regional storage model Agrimate:

Modeling global & regional food security on sub-annual resolution 

Outlook
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Fragility of the world food web | concentration of production

Major breadbasketsConcentration of production to few main 

breadbasket regions

[Source: McKinsey Global Institute]44



Fragility of the world food web | trade dependencies

Concentration of production to few main 

breadbasket regions results in:

● Import dependencies of many developing 

countries render them vulnerable to

→ Supply failures 

(lack of food availability)
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Fragility of the world food web | trade dependencies

Concentration of production to few main 

breadbasket regions results in:

● Import dependencies of many developing 

countries render them vulnerable to

→ Supply failures 

(lack of food availability)

→ World market price hikes 

(no access to food)

[Source: FAOSTAT]
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Short-term drivers of global food insecurity

Risk of (multi-)breadbasket failures

[Gaupp et al. 2019, Agric. Systems]

• Climate induced crop production 
variability

→ Risk of (multi-)breadbasket failures

→ Projected to increase under global 
warming
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• Uncoordinated unilateral policies
→ Export restrictions 

→ Precautionary buyings 

Export restrictions during 
2007/08 World Food Price Crisis

[IFPRI Food Trade Policy Tracker]

 Short-term drivers of global food insecurity
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• Climate induced crop production 
variability

→ Risk of (multi-)breadbasket failures

→ Projected to increase under global 
warming

• Uncoordinated unilateral policies
→ Export restrictions 

→ Precautionary buyings 

• Armed conflicts

→ Less workforce for agriculture

→ Destroyed infrastructure

 Short-term drivers of global food insecurity
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Integrated Food Security Phase Classification (IPC)
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